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Dear Readers,
Here comes the leader of the Zodiac, Aries, as we begin the refreshing new cycle that
brings energy, courage, passion and innovation to the mix. Earth’s green spaces burst
with buds, shoots of grass and flowers as we experience spring with an air of “New
Beginnings.” Aries embraces seeds of individuality that cultivate a “can-do” attitude
complete with unique goals, sure-fire accomplishment and a job well done. Celebrate
the festive moments with Aries. Include family and friends at a feast that includes
favorite zesty snacks, entrees, a colorful birthday cake and the promise of exciting
adventures.
DATES TO REMEMBER FROM MARCH 20-APRIL 19:
March 20: Spring begins
March 20: International Astrology Day
March 24: Palm Sunday
March 31: Passover Begins
April 1: Easter Sunday and April Fool’s Day
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Congratulations to BJ on winning the February drawing; March’s winner will be
announced on March 31 and will receive a $10 discount coupon to use toward a
consultation or report. Readers who schedule an appointment of one hour or more
from March 20 through April 19 are eligible for a drawing for a $10 discount coupon.
Internet security continues to be a problem for many contacts. Readers reported
experiencing attempts at information grabs from unknown or fake sources. Be sure to
update your security software, clear your browser and do not fall for pop-up or e-mail
scams that say your system is not up-to-date. Check with the security you have in
place before you download any software “fixes”. March mail indicates readers are
inundated with items saying they have won a prize that will be delivered upon
identification; receive phony messages related to tax links, health insurance inquiries,
fake orders and banking requests. Certain messages suggest you placed an item in
their shopping cart and they are waiting for you to follow through. Don’t take the bait

and send to SPAM. Stay away from phone callers who block their IDs. Thank you to
those who have written to share alerts and feedback on personal experiences.
I accept payments for services via PayPal (www.paypal.com) where you can use
either credit cards or debit cards directly from your checking or savings account at this
secure site. You won’t have to risk giving permission to vendors to keep your card
information on file and can change the payment method to suit your needs. PayPal
notifies me when the funds have been received in my account at my affiliated e-mail
address, alice.deville27@gmail.com. My phone number is 1-813-374-5398.
BIRTHDAY HIGHLIGHTS FOR ARIES
Happy Birthday, Aries – it’s your time to soar and celebrate! Your sign’s
symbol is the rambunctious Ram. You roam the world as an action-oriented Cardinal
fire sign igniting the cycle of the Zodiac. With your superb initiative and an abundance
of energy, you create plans and implement them in record time. Late-born Aries
individuals have a prominent spot in the world this year with unpredictable Uranus
playing out in your sign until May 15 and returning for a brief wrap-up from November
7 through March 6, 2019. Manage disruptions and transitions while taking charge of
your life via implementation of important goals. The Sun enters your sign on March 20
at 12:15 PM EDT and leaves on April 19 at 11:13 PM EDT. Mars in Capricorn is going to
be making a huge impact in your life this year because it spends several months in
this sign. Normally, that journey takes just a couple of months or less but due to
retrograde motion Mars, will be in your solar 10st House from March 18th to May 16th
and again from August 13th-September 10th. You could be eliminating undesirable
connections, partners, acquaintances and conditions this year and doing it not so
subtly. Anyone you believe is holding you back could get the heave-ho this year in the
career or personal arena. That is fine if you feel you have outgrown the relationships
Expansive Jupiter in Scorpio will back you up. Now Jupiter is moving through your
solar 8th House of partnership assets, money you owe, sex, birth, death, rebirth,
inheritance, estate matters, regeneration, depth perception, psychological insight
and inner worlds. While in Scorpio, you may be interested in eliminating debt,
settling pending legal matters, making a will, refinancing your mortgage or paying it
off, and seeking solutions to old emotional wounds or fears that trouble your psyche. If
you are single, you could have the fling of your lifetime or meet a perfect new
partner; if attached you may be tempted to stray with all the new people you meet
this year. While Mars is in aspect to Jupiter during the long Mars cycle, pressure and
responsibility builds. This year you take serious steps to change your life. Relationships
get a workout for the rest of the year. On November 9, Jupiter moves to Sagittarius
and your solar 9th House of travel, higher education, legal and medical matters, inlaws, foreigners, philosophy and religion. Enjoy the broadened horizons and enhanced
quality of life. Serious Saturn in Capricorn occupies your 10th House of ambition,
career, authority figures, responsibility, status and certain family matters. If your
birthday is March 23-April 18 Saturn connects with your Sun at various times this
year due to retrograde motion and is especially meaningful if you are engaged in
issues involving leadership responsibilities, a new career direction, reorganization of
your lines of authority, family responsibilities and new bosses. Some of you could
relocate. Politics could grab your attention and give you the desire to march for a
cause, blaze a new trail or advocate for better workplace conditions. While in your
10th House you may interact more frequently with people at the top or be promoted to
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a leaderships position. Saturn goes retrograde on April 17 through September 6
most affecting those of you born on those days and the rest of the Saturn in
Capricorn cycle born March 23-April 18. When Saturn goes direct again, you will feel
the shift when the planet of restriction makes a conjunction to your birthdate once
again. You’ll experience a three-hit transit to your Sun. Don’t forget that combative
Mars occupies this house in Capricorn for several months this year. Those of you born
April 17-20 have Uranus in Aries on your Sun through May 15 in your solar 1st
House through this date and again from November 7 through March 5, 2019. From
May 15 through November 6, Uranus moves to Taurus where it will spend the next
7 years in your solar 2nd House of income, assets, money you earn and selfdevelopment. This year Uranus in Taurus will affect Aries born March 19-22. Be sure
to build your safety net for financial security in the next few months because the
planet of the unexpected leaves little doubt about shake-ups. When it pays you a visit,
get ready for action in unplanned directions based on the house location Uranus
occupies in your natal chart during this transit. It will probably be a relief to you to
have Uranus move out of your sign after bringing you a slew of unexpected life lessons
during the past 7 years. Enjoy the break from dramatic intensity. Have your chart
analyzed so that you are prepared to embrace emerging developments before making
major changes. Neptune in Pisces resides in its natural home in your solar 12th House
of retreat, secrets, meditation, widows, orphans, inner healing, time alone, hospital
visiting, mystical vibes, planning, and charity work. From now through the end of the
Aries cycle Neptune connects most with those of you born April 3-8 where it puts
you in touch with feelings and fears, higher mind, developing interests, ESP, intuitive
insight and the metaphysical realm. Even if you are emotionally sensitive, your help
for those less fortunate has a calming effect on those in need who desire assistance in
solving problems. Privacy is the buzz word for you this year and aids in putting you in
touch with situations you may have buried. Relationships come to mind, so if you have
been harboring anger or resentment, now is the time to confront it and release those
troubled feelings. You normally don’t like to let things fester. If you have natal or
transiting planets in the 12th house, come out of the Neptune fog and move on. Pluto
in Capricorn occupies your solar 10th House of career and life status and influences
your world related to job choices, leadership, ambition, authority figures and the
status quo. For Aries born April 6-13 the year highlights relevant issues that need
resolution in your career, family circle and status sector, especially now that Saturn in
Capricorn is in this house for the next 2-1/2 years. Talk about tension build-up. For
many of you it may be karmically rewarding after years of hard work and selfdevelopment. Now you have the boss’ ear despite the competition. You aren’t out of
the woods and may still contend with tension since the hard square is in effect for
those born on the dates listed above. With your abundant energy Aries, nothing will
stop you from reaching the top, especially if you have taken the time to address the
personal issues that revolve around the amount of time you spend on the job. Avoid
conflict, especially the loud verbal clashes that erupt. Bask in the transformational
qualities that accompany a thorough Pluto cleansing and bring freedom at last.
You are under the influence of the first lunar eclipse of 2018 which took
place on January 31st in Leo at 11°e 37’ in your solar 5th house of adventure,
creativity, fun, games, dating and social life; risk-taking, children, sports and
recreation. Many individuals invest in businesses or entrepreneurial ventures when an
eclipse lands in this house. Some will invent a new product, attract a partner, become
a parent or take a cherished trip. Many of you may be looking for a business partner.
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Look over the candidates and get to know them. What will it be for you – the strongest
part of this eclipse lasts until August 11. The first solar eclipse of 2018 occurred 2
weeks later on February 15 in Aquarius at 27 degrees 08 minutes in your solar 11th
House of dreams, plans, goals, associates, organizations, professional memberships
and humanitarian endeavors. The eclipse caused you to take stock of current
friendships and evaluate groups for goodness of fit. Maybe you have been clashing with
mission and vision. Bow out gracefully. At the same time, be on the lookout for
interests and causes that more closely match your mindset and trigger the passion of
your pioneer spirit. Often this means embracing a new political philosophy. A solar
eclipse occurs on July 12 in intuitive Cancer at 20 degrees, 41minutes in your solar
4th House of home, family, base of operation, domestic circle and real estate. This
eclipse could prove disruptive to your home life, especially if you have been
experiencing tension and unresolved conflict. This time around you’ll know what to do
and will tackle the problems; someone either has to leave or pay back debt; an
individual may suddenly arrive on your doorstep wanting to stay for a while. Be firm in
making short-term agreements. Good family health is a priority, including yours. A full
moon lunar eclipse arrives on July 27 in Aquarius in your solar 11th House of
groups, friendships, organizations, professional memberships, goals, dreams and
plans at 4°k 45’. In February you were faced with decisions regarding themes of this
house. What did you do? If you have a few more steps to complete, this eclipse helps
you seal the deal. In the months that follow, you reassess the situation. Seek advice if
you feel stuck. This cycle plays out through mid-2019 and starts winding down during
the January 21 Full Moon eclipse. Where does 4 degrees of Aquarius/Leo occur in your
personal chart? Eclipses are supercharged Moons, allowing you to meet new partners,
associates, collaborators, or advisors. The last 2018 solar eclipse occurs on August
11, in Leo at 18°e 42’ in your solar 5th House of adventure, exercise, dating
partners, recreation, risk-taking and social life. This eclipse is also the last in the
Leo-Aquarius phase that you have experienced for nearly two years. When eclipses fall
in your 5th house you are charged with sharpening your sales skills, being prepared to
explain your innovations and products, get out of the house to meet and greet,
socialize more, throw a few parties and take an adventurous trip. Enjoy fitness
routines, fun and games with the family or sports events. If you are in the market for a
permanent relationship, accept more social invitations. Married Leos may add to the
family with a new baby. Enjoy quality time with children in a variety of settings like
sports venues, parks, camping or a new vacation option. Do your homework, polish
your presentations and the results will be rewarding and lucrative. Two more eclipses
occur before your next birthday, both in January 2019. Write your wish list at each
new moon and see what happens! Find new ways to pique your interests and celebrate
success with your most appreciative contacts. The material in this section may also
apply to those with Aries Ascendants. Enjoy!
Famous Aries include: Matthew Broderick, Rosie O’Donnell, Reese Witherspoon, Carl
Reiner, Nathan Fillion, William Shatner, Peyton Manning, Piers Morgan, Aretha
Franklin, Kenny Chesney, Sandra Day O’Connor, Keri Russell, Michael Fassbender, Cat
Cora, Emma Watson, Reba McEntire, Jon and Kate Gosselin, Sarah Jessica Parker, Sir
Elton John, Mariah Carey, Fergie, Julia Stiles, Christopher Walken, Vince Vaughn,
Ewan McGregor, Giovanni Ribisi, Alec Baldwin, David Hyde Pierce, Eddie Murphy,
Robert Downey, Jr., Paul Rudd, Zach Braff, Jackie Chan, Russell Crowe, Robin Wright
Penn, Hugh Hefner, Dennis Quaid, Claire Danes, David Letterman, Shannen Doherty,
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Sarah Michelle Gellar, Emma Thompson, James Franco, Ellen Barkin, Martin Lawrence,
Nancy Fuller, Victoria Beckham, Conan O’Brien, and Kate Hudson.
PLANETS IN ARIES’ TIME from March 20-April 19

On March 20th at 12:15 PM we’ll welcome spring as the Sun moves to
Aries while the momentum of the January 31st and February 15th eclipses
continues to have a strong impact on many lives. Shortly after we enter Aries
and celebrate the equinox, Mercury, the planet of communication and
transportation goes retrograde in volatile Aries on March 22nd at 8:19 PM
EDT until April 15th at 5:21 AM. You’ll feel the Mercury effect beginning two
weeks before and two weeks after it goes direct. In this sign, Mercury is very
impatient and apt to take a risk without thinking through consequences. Table
surgery, major project starts, important document signing and major purchases
until after April 29. Tackle catchup work during this period by cleaning out
closets, filing piles of accumulating material, shredding unnecessary
documents, phoning a friend, and staying calm when appointments are
canceled and rescheduled. Venus completes a stint in passionate Aries on
March 31st and almost completes a cycle through sensuous Taurus when the
Aries cycle ends late on April 19th. Mars moved to Capricorn on March 18th
and stays through the Aries dates. What comfort having both Venus and Mars
in earth signs will bring to blissful romantics pursuing “getting-to-know-you”
opportunities and discovering the dating preferences of new partners. Jupiter
is retrograde in Scorpio and most affects Scorpios born November 12-16 and
favorably affects Cancers born at 20-23 degrees of Cancer and Pisces born with
the Sun at 20-23 degrees of their sign. Meanwhile Jupiter challenges fixed signs
Taurus, Leo and Aquarius born with planets at 20-23 degrees of their
respective signs. A tremendous amount of unresolved energy hangs in the air
related to government and global enterprise. The early part of the month
shows Jupiter in a testy relationship with Uranus where behavior is very
reactionary to events taking place in public view. Favorable aspects occur
around April 14th when Jupiter creates a challenge to Pluto that could affect
the decisions of leaders and their impact on moral and cultural differences.
Individuals win points by thinking more about obligations to family and work
authority rather than running away to escape responsibility. Jupiter relates
strongly to the Big Picture – what a good time to consider alternatives to
building a quality life. It seems Saturn just arrived in Capricorn (December
19th) and now it is sliding backwards. When Saturn stations in Capricorn on
April 17th it will spend 5 months in retrograde motion which ends on
September 5th. Themes under consideration during this cycle cover lifechanging arenas with pending decisions about career, family, financial and
physical health, real estate and responsibility. On the world front, note the
insistent need to revise laws, political structures, arms agreements and
leadership on the world stage. Individuals benefit from working smarter and
not harder, especially in areas where they have consistently experienced push
back. Nothing will change without a thorough analysis of the situation you’re
in, so examine the lessons and formulate solutions. Those most affected
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during the next month by Saturn’s transit are: Capricorns born December
29-January 1; Aries born March 28-31, Cancers born June 30-July 2 and
Libras born October 1-3. Responsibilities may increase for many born on these
dates. Retrograde periods generate time to look over plans, understand more
about critical needs, decide how to solve problems and develop priorities. It is
time to build on rather than initiate new plans. Mars in Capricorn moves
directly to Saturn on April 2 which can result in either an act of aggression or
an opportunity to clear the way for a new project depending on where this
transit falls in your chart. Watch the news. Frustration or delays could be part
of the scene if it is in a strong position in your own chart. Uranus in Aries is
currently making its way in late degrees toward completion after 7 years in this
sign which will culminate on May 15 and move into Taurus. Currently those
born at the 26-28 degree of Aries will be most affected. Also having strong
aspects are Cancers born July 17-20, Libras born October 18-21 and
Capricorns born January 15-19. The New Moon of April 15 occurs at 26°02’
of Aries right on transiting Uranus. Watch the global news and pay attention to the
house where the New Moon falls in your personal chart. If you have any planets at that
degree or in aspect, be sure to take stock of life conditions. Surprises and/or the
unexpected occurs depending on chart location. Security is high on the list of topics in
the news. Neptune in Pisces coasts along at 14-15 degrees over the next month and
most affects those born March 4-7. Others affected harmoniously include Cancers
and Scorpios born with planets at these degrees. Challenged signs in this cycle are
Geminis born June 4-7, Virgo born September 6-9 and Sagittarius born December
5-8. Neptune makes harmonious connections to Venus in Taurus from April 1-19
and to Pluto in Capricorn. Jupiter in Scorpio in trine aspect to Neptune in Pisces
creates harmony from now through September 2018 especially where there is a need
to heal from emotional and psychological issues; understanding and forgiveness are
the key to helping us connect on a higher plane. Wherever transiting Neptune appears
in your chart, the house calls attention to areas of confusion, spiritual insight, psychic
impressions and matters involving liquids either what we drink or where we have leaks
or toxins. Many of you experience romantic vibes from special people; a healing touch
calms the water. A few days after this forecast period ends Pluto joins the other
retrograde planets (April 22) in Capricorn at 21 degrees making its annual 6-month
journey into retrograde motion. Pluto goes direct on September 30, 2018 at 18
degrees. Many individuals will feel the vibes in advance. Cardinal signs Aries,
Cancer, Libra and Capricorn feel the intensity on planets around 21 degrees of their
signs. Those born January 8-12 experience the shift on their suns over the next 6
months and beyond. If you have been dealing with personal pain, pick a course of
action that allows you to begin with a fresh perspective. Globally, the station on the
22nd could bring to a head the angst connected with dissatisfaction, political unrest
and conflicts in ideology. Although the month may end with a standoff of sorts, it may
inspire those caught in the drama to take a clear look at solutions and make long-term
commitments. Cultivate positive thoughts and search within for the truth. Individuals
born March 18-20 have Chiron in Pisces on their suns. On April 17 Chiron moves to
Aries and lands on the Sun of those born March 19-21. Show kindness and
compassion to those in need of shoulder to cry on or a morale boost. By supporting
others, you access your personal wounds and buried feelings and have a chance to let
go of inner pain. The Wounded Healer urges you release baggage and free your spirit.
If your life seems overwhelming like you are being bombarded with non-stop eclipses,
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schedule a consultation to see what is affecting your chart. Signs high on the radar
screen this month are Pisces, Leo, Aquarius, Capricorn, Cancer, Libra and Aries. Fixed
signs Taurus and Scorpio get a few bumps and bruises from the current eclipse cycle.
The good news is that releases occur and the stuckness fades. Find happiness and fun.
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES
March 20: Sun enters Aries at 12:15 PM EDT; 1st day of spring
March 31: Full Moon in Libra, 8:38 AM EDT 10° g 45’
April 15: New Moon in Aries, 9:57 PM EDT, 26° a 02’- conjunct Uranus
April 19: Sun Enters Taurus, 11:13 PM EDT
PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS
Due to the high volume of activity in the national government this month, I am
unable to cover other celebrity topics and places in lieu of citing critical hotbeds
involving people in the political news. Next month we’ll look at the reboot of
American Idol.
WASHINGTON WARPATH: Readers’ comments were prolific in the past month
especially regarding the activity in the Trump Administration. Comments came from
Republicans, Democrats, Independents and from individuals stunned by the erratic
actions, constant turnover, angst, war zone environment and firing of key individuals.
Who will be next?
AND HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU, Andrew McCabe: On March 16, the President ordered
Attorney General Jeff Sessions to fire Andrew McCabe, Deputy Director of the FBI, less
than 2 days before he was scheduled to retire. McCabe had given notice of his
retirement in January. Law enforcement officials are eligible to retire at age 50 with
full benefits. McCabe turned 50 on March 18, a Pisces born in Hartford, CT, with four
stelliums (clusters) of planets in Pisces, Aries, Virgo and Scorpio with the Moon in
Virgo. Jupiter (tied to wealth, income, prosperity) in his chart is at 27°38’ Leo, the
site of both conjunctions and oppositions of eclipses for the last year including as
recently as February 15th. Currently Uranus in Aries is on McCabe’s solar 2nd House of
income reflecting an abrupt termination of income. Currently, McCabe has transiting
Chiron the Wounded Healer on his natal Sun/Chiron conjunction strongly emphasizing
the impact of the pain and looking for a way to bring the truth to light. Stay tuned to
the rest of the story.
Rex Tillerson, the appointed Secretary of State in the current administration joined
the ranks of the newly-departed Cabinet members on March 13th when both he and his
Undersecretary, Steve Goldstein were fired within hours of one another. Input from
various sources cites conflicting details – business as usual. Nothing like standing on
ceremony! Tillerson hands over the reins to Mike Pompeo, CIA Director today, March
19th. Tillerson lost his job close to his birthday, March 23rd, too. Tillerson is an Aries
born with a stellium of Aries planets (and came close to leaving last year with
transiting Uranus in Aries on natal Jupiter). The eclipse of February 15th falls on his
natal Moon in Aquarius in his solar 11th House of goals and organizations. Chiron is
heading into Aries territory next month and will connect directly with his Aries Sun as
he reflects on what might have been the actual agenda . Before he left, Tillerson
thanked the American people, his staff at the State Department and our country’s
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cadre of diplomats for the support and professionalism they gave him. What
conclusions do you think he drew about his service to the White House? More to come
in the weeks ahead.
Stormy Daniels, a/k/a Stephanie Gregory Clifford, is a Pisces who turned 39 on
March 17th. She is a well-known adult film actress and stripper who claims to have had
a sexual affair with the President a decade ago and was paid $130,000 by the
President’s lawyer during the 2016 presidential campaign to keep her silence.
Questions have arisen over the legality and origin of the hush money. Although Stormy
offered to return the payoff, as of this writing both parties are suing each other;
pursue information online at your favorite news outlet for various facets of the story –
too much detail for this segment. Daniels is another Pisces on a collision course with
the last vestige of Chiron in Pisces on her Sun. Those leftover wounds open and
demand a solution especially her Sun/Juno conjunction in late Pisces. Stormy has a
stellium of Pisces planets in her natal 3rd house of the mind and communication with
Mercury (communication, media, expression) in Aries crowded into this house, too.
She is extremely creative, and her mind never stops. Natal Pallas and Venus in
Aquarius received a hit last August 7th with the lunar eclipse in Aquarius that fell on
that date in her natal 2nd House of income and assets. Pallas (truth, brutal frankness)
progressed to the degree of the February 15th eclipse letting her know that truth is
more important than ever. And a good attorney helps like Michael Avenatti (an
Aquarius born February 16th who experienced the February 15th eclipse on the Sun that
put him in the limelight) and who is keeping the Stormy’s story front and center, also
a benefit of a well-placed Pallas. What will we learn on March 25th when 60 Minutes
airs Stormy’s long-delayed Anderson Cooper interview?
GENERAL HOSPITAL celebrates 55 years on the air, April 1 in Aries time. Current cast
members celebrating Aries birthdays are Lisa Lo Cicero and Tamara Braun both born
April 18. Congratulations!
READERS CORNER
Fans of Readers Corner wrote mostly about relationships over the past month wanting
to know more about compatibility. Others had questions about the work environment.
See if you relate to one or more of these questons.
Q. I am a Libra born October 6, 25 years old, live with my parents and intend
to do so until I am 27 and can buy my first home. My best friend is an Aries born April
8 and lives with her mother. She told me that she cheated on her fiancé and her
mother caught them in her home when she returned early from a date. Now her
mother is giving her until May 1 to move out. My friend wants me to help her out of
her dilemma and proposed getting a place together that has a two-year lease, so we
can share expenses and live independently of our families. She says it will be good
practice for me when I buy my home. I like my current arrangements and am sure it
will cost me more each month than the $500 I pay in room and board to my parents. I
feel torn because I have known my friend since 6th grade and would like to help her
out. I never understood why she got engaged to someone who is not a good match for
her and who does not yet know about the affair. What is a good solution in your
opinion? How should I respond?
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A. Thank you for writing. The Sun Signs of you and your friend are in
opposition aspect meaning that you have differing outlooks on life and in seeking
solutions to problems. You are both cardinal signs and are action-oriented individuals
with diverse planetary aspects that both unify and challenge the planets in each
other’s charts. Your friend’s impulsive behavior crossed a line with her mother and
now she wants you to bail her out by changing your long-term plans. Was her decision
to get engaged also an impulsive one? You are correct; setting up living arrangements
with your friend will be costly. What happens if she decides to marry her fiancé while
you are locked into a two-year lease? Your best bet is to let her know firmly and
graciously that you are committed to your goals and will stay with your parents until
you’re ready to go house hunting. The solution for your friend is to start looking for
house/apartment sharing opportunities until she finds one in a compatible location.
They appear on-line and in real estate ads every day. Here’s to harmonious living.
Q.
What is the significance of having Mars in the 6th House? Mine is located
there in Capricorn with no other planets.
A. Several meanings relate to Mars in the 6th House: a high volume of activity
in your daily environment whether that means your work place or your home; yours
could be a job that requires mechanical aptitude; a military career or dealings with
military installations are possible; the daily environment can be a place of conflict
either because of your behavior or because colleagues generate friction or show
incompatibility with one another and frequent arguments set the tone; goals are set
high and the workload is expedited at a fast pace; impulsiveness without checking
facts may be a habit to eliminate; men largely dominate or populate the work place; a
woman may meet a romantic partner at the work place – more than once; your daily
environment brings out your passion and that can include anger; health problems can
lead to infections, high blood pressure or the need for surgery; handling of knives or
sharp instruments is a possibility if you are in the food preparation industry – be
careful of frequent nicks and cuts; sports fields could be part of your daily routine by
profession or down time. Even though no other planet is in this house, Mars may be in
a relationship with other planets in your chart. How they relate gives even more
options or conditions for the environment – worth checking out to get the Big Picture.
Get ready for a very busy year with Mars in Capricorn – Mars just moved to Capricorn
on the 18th and will have a long run in Capricorn due to retrograde motion and from
now through September 10. What is the work load like now? It could get hectic.
CONFIDENTIAL TO FEELING BLUE: Don’t be sad; I know it has been tough with
the rapid fire planetary activity. This period calls for letting all those eclipse and
planetary aspects play out that are hitting your natal chart hard. When the air clears,
welcome the joy. Meditate and stay centered.
Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about last month’s
newsletter. I’m glad you enjoyed the Pisces issue and welcome your thoughts once
again.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “No love, no friendship can cross the path of our
destiny without leaving some mark on it.” …. Francois Mauriac
OFFICE HOURS
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Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm.
Tuesday: 12-6 pm.
Thursday: 1-6 pm.
Saturday: 11 am-4 pm.
No Sunday hours.

Information about the sign of the month is a general interpretation based on
solar charts and may not address the actual activity in your natal chart. If this is your
birthday month or if you are interested in learning more about how the current cycles
affect you, call me to schedule an appointment for a personal consultation or a
coaching session. I work with business owners, entrepreneurs, executives and
individuals providing guidance and strategic planning advice in a variety of fields. For
a unique approach give the gift of a consultation or a written report to a loved one or
associate. Gift certificates are available in the amount of your choice. Refer a friend
who could use a new perspective and receive a $15 discount toward your next
consultation. I look forward to hearing from you.

H
Haappppyy EEaasstteerr aanndd H
Haappppyy sspprriinngg,,
Alice
Alice DeVille
Consulting Services
Office: (813) 374-5398
Follow me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand for daily astrological tweets.
Website: www.astrologyondemand.com; alice.deville27@gmail.com

NOTE: I continuously update both online and postal mailing lists. If you have
moved in the past six months, please send your current address. Some ISP
providers require that you contact me at least once every six months or they
treat the newsletter as SPAM. Subscribers have already been dropped from the
mailing. To be removed from this mailing list or to make a mailing address
change, send a message to DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.
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